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SIGNAGE AND WAYFINDING IN LIBRARY PLANNING AND DESIGN 
By 
Ahmad Zulhilmi Bin Azmi 
UTM 
Rosidah Ismail 
DBKL 
Abstract: 
This article discusses the importance of signage and wayfinding in library planning and design. The bigger 
the library, the need for good signage and wayfinding system increase. Signage is a library's basic link to 
users. This is true whether the sign's purpose is to promote impulse "stop and use," to create awareness 
for the product or service for future reference c
 v' 
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Introduction ° ° 
Libraries began to evolve when the printing of mgss book production reduced their cost and the library 
was born. The increase of books and readers in the nineteenth century changed the library into a rational 
reading room, control points and book stacks. Now to be a library in a contemporary environment, there 
needs to be a collection of books, access to the material and well designed arrangement of seat:and 
tables for readers. From that point, there is a need for a satisfactory level of Jight, a functional plan with the 
logical structure of book shelves, study space and corridors. As the library building getting bigger, rrtore 
0 
and more functional spaces being created, the reading area becomes a foyer of space for the library. The 
o O 
library is fast becoming a complex and confusing area. According to Thompson (1991), "Fundamentally a 
library ais not a building but a service organization. There is a need for a good and solid signage and way 
finding system to help users in utilizing the library services to the fullest. 
Definition of Signage 
c ^ 
According to Collins Dictionary, signage can be defined, ascSigns collectively, especially commercial or 
. Q o ° 
public display signs, The American Heritage dictionary defines signage as refers to the design or use ofc 
signs and symbolslo'communicate a message to a specific group, usually for the purpose of mgrketing^r 
a kind of advocacy. Signs are any kind of vis&al graphics createcr to display irtformaQJDft to a particular ; 
audience. This is typically manifested in the form of way finding information in places such as streets or onv ^ 
the inside and otitside of buildings. Signs vary in form and size Based on location and intuit, frgm more c ^  
expansive' banners, billboards, and murals, to smaller street signs, sandwich boards and lawn signs.
 A „, 
Newer signs may also use digital or electronic displays (Wikipedia, 2(#I4).
 c
 w
 *Q ? > 
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The Significance of Signage and Wayfinding in Library 
Signage is an essential awareness of the context and the methods of production of a given piece of 
lettering which must be exploited. The degree to which this is exploited varies: at one extreme may be a 
concern for informative aspects/utility while at the other is expression. People who find themselves in 
unfamiliar environments need to know where they actually are in ihe complex, the layout of the complex, 
and the location of their destination in order to formulate their action plans. The route to their chosen 
destinations, people are helped or hindered prior to their visit, by the building's architecture and signage. 
The wrong and misleading sign design can lead to navigation problems in unfamiliar environments. Some 
signs lack conspicuity, or visibility, because the lettering lacks legibility when viewed from a distance. 
Others contain inaccurate, ambiguous or unfamiliar messages; many are obscured by obstructions or 
contain reflective surfaces, which hinder comprehension, as a result many people fail to read the signs. 
Because way finding problems are not confined to signs alone, they typically cannot be solved by adding 
more signs. Instead, such problems can be unravelled by designing afi Environment that identifies logical 
traffic patterns that enable people to move easily from one spot to another without confusion. 'Signs cannot 
be a solution for poor architecture and illogicaf space planning. Thus, signage is a crucial factor in 
o 
directing people to the right place. 
Way finding has the function to inform people of the surroundings in the (unfamiliar) build 
environment, it is important to show information at strategic points to guide people into the right directions. 
Complex structures in the build environment are interpreted and stored by in the human memory. 
Distances, locations and time may be remembered differently than as they appear to be in reality.
 0 
An effective way finding system is based on humeri behaviour and consists of the following 
characteristics: 
0
 0 
Do not make them think. 
Create a comprehensive, clear and consistent visual communication-system with concise messaging. 
Show only what is needed. ° 
* Show information what relevant is to the space, location and / or the navigation path. 
Remove excessive information. c - , 
Remove unnecessary elements to create a clear visual environment ahead. 
c c 
0 Way finding is a comprehensive system of signs, space planning, landmarks, art,.colour, flooring, 
design, lighting^ and other architectural elements that assisl? visitors in self-navigating through0 anc 
environment. These components, which alsocshape the, idea'of fclace and agmmurfflpSte identity, are 
referred to as Erjyironm^ntal Graphics. Way finding should be an intuitive experience for customers,^ g 
allowing thpm to freely explore the environment while pro\/tding information and difectipg where 
appropriate. Signage is a part of an environment's way finding system. Signage must worl$ in tandenr^with 
all the other way finding elements by integratingihe sign and graph$ elements into the architecture a ^ v 
interior design,of each library. ,,
 c > 0 .9 
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According to Donald & Eric (2012), "Signage is one of the most important tools for way finding. If 
there is one truism about library signage, it is that most of it is not very good. Understanding the mistakes 
that lead to bad signage is the first step on the road to creating good ones. Libraries need to recognize 
that signage is a powerful communications, medium with as much- if not more-impact than more 
high-profile and often more valued electronic and print media. The backbone of signage in any building 
should be built on a unified architectural signage system that enhances way finding and identifies spaces 
within a facility." 
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that the goal of way finding signage in library is to 
provide a set of indicators enabling users to find their destinations and know when they have arrived. 
The Principles of Wayfinding 
The design principles are concerned making information spaces effectively navigable. Navigability means 
that the navigator can successfully move in the information space from his present location to a 
destination, even if the location of the destination is imprecisely known. Three criteria determine^ the 
navigability of a space: first, whether the navigator can discover or' infer his present location; second, 
whether a route to the destination can be found; and third, how welj the navigator can accumulate way 
finding experience in the space. A library mostly is a self-service operation, but the wide variety of services 
and materials offered'by libraries require explanation and guidance (Lushington, 2002). There are some 
criteria that can be considered in determining the principles of way finding: 
o 
• Site Logic and Landmarks 
r. ° 
In this case, the manner how the spaces are arranged in the library affects^the user's ability to under-
stand the surrounding environment. This will enable him/her to prpperly oavigate tfie spaces and it 
surrounding. The importance areas and location should be visually to the user. The definition of public 
and private areas and spaces, the clearly visually separation of differing functional zone from another 
is the key factor in the easiness of navigating the space. 
c " . " •' C 
Landmarks can be a useful way finding for the libraries. Landmarks serve two useful purposes. ? 
c 
The first is as an orientation cue. If the navigator knows where a landmark is in relation to his present 
position, he can say something about where he is, and which way he is facing, in the space he shar@ o 
with the landmark. A desirable property of a landmark for this use is visibility, the ability to be seenc 
from a large surrounding, area. Such global landmarks can h^lp the navigator judg§ hisMSrientatibn 
> within a wide arenas opposed to local landmarks, which can be seen only in the Immediate vicinity. A 
system of locarlandmarks which exhaustively cover the s p a ^ can also providecthe sqi>ne cues as a ^ 
single, towering landmark. The second use of a landmark Ts as an especially memorable lodafeon. One 
of the classic landmarks as a way finding is th£ building of Perpustakaan Nfecjbra Malaysia. Its b id ing 5*Q 
ft- ' * . 0 °* 
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design is based on the concept of the traditional Malay headgear the Tengkolok which is a symbol of 
intellectual pride and respect in Malaysian culture. The tiles on the roof are also unique containing 
patterns inspired by the Kain Songket (traditional hand woven cloth). It's a unique design that can be 
used as navigation landmarks. 
A system of landmarks helps to organize and define an information space. However, they should 
be used sparingly; placing too many landmarks in the space belies their usefulness as memorable and 
unique locations. Landmarks, then, are a scarce resource that can be used not only to assist way 
finding but also to serve the space's larger purpose. 
• Systems 
The most important component of way finding is the system of organisation. In preparing a way finding 
c r 
plan, the naming, numbering and organization of the site and part of a building are the essential 
ingredient. It should put near the entrance to any department and area. This will help to user to find a 
o 
better solution. 
o O 
• Orientation 
A directory map is important for users to search for a location without an assistant. In any building, 
usually this map also called "You Are Here" maps. It must be simple and show enough information for 
the users to navigate the area. 
o 
• Sign Elements o ° 
o 
While architects will typically have control over the building identification and regulatory signage, 
library staff should have considerable control over directional and informational signs. 
Directional Signage c 
Three considerations stand out when it comes to directional signage: 
C •' - c 
1. Use minimal directional signage. 
It is not always better to have more directiorjal signs th^n fewer, and it can actually be 
worse. In an entirely new space, resist thec terfiptation to overload it with directional; in an
 0 
existirig space, seriousfy consider taking doWn ^)l the existing directional signage^nd? 
starting over with the mind-set of making way findipg work with the fewest possiblefeigns. c A 
. * '
 s 
c 
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2. Use bump points to help with directional signage placement. 
Bump points are those places in any building where people routinely stop or slow down as 
they decide which way to go next. One good strategy in a new or remodelled space is to 
open with low- cost temporary directional signage and wait until you have determined the 
bump points before installing permanent directional signage. Set a date by which the 
temporary signage will be replaced with permanent signage, and be sure' not to allow tempo-
rary signage to remain in place so long that it starts to look ratty. The quality of temporary 
signage must be reasonably good. Printed signs on foam-core backingcmake for acceptable 
temporary signage; anything on sheets of paper or handwritten is unacceptable. 
3. Consider the best placement of directional signs 
There remains the question of where directional signage should go so that people actually 
see it at the moment of need. To determine placement, i t is helpful to discover through 
observation where bump points are. North wall of west wing? South wall, ot east wing? 
Double-sided and suspended fromr the ceiling? No manual can answer these kinds of 
questions, but careful observation of how people behave at the bump point, combined'Vith 
consideration of every option; go a long way toward finding>thfe best solution. 
• Informational Signage 
Informational signage tells building users where they are and what they can (or cannot) do. Some 
informational signage, such as room identification signage, is also regulatory. Informational signage 
can also be directional. Say that a copier room is located in the middle of a long hallway. A perpendic-
ularly mounted, double-sided sign reading Copier Room is informational in that it identifies the space, 
0 ° 
but it is also directional in that it can be seen from either end of the hall, thus guiding library users to 
the copier room. Most of the signage mistakes mentioned in the sidebar involve informational signage, 
sofjt is crucial to think carefully before deciding whether an information sign is needed. 
3
 0 
o 
., A special type of informational signage is a donor-recognition signage. Whether it takes the form of 
generic engraved brass nameplates on a walnut plaque or elaborate tributes tl\at move intd the realm 
of high art, donor-recognition signage should not hinder way finding or library operations.^ 
c c 
There is no single, simple solution fortcreatingca library space that allows users to successfully fiiQ. ° 
their way. Eliminating obstacles to wayfinding cannot dd it alfc A building designed with way finding inc 
mind is a great asset, but even that canngt win the battle4 all cby itself. These elements nteed to be 
^combined and harrhoniously tuned to allow Successful way finding. And finally, even in the b^st-tunect 
building, sonpe users will still need, from time to time, human tjglp to find their wayv o 
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Conclusion 
There are many issues around access to a library that should be address by the librarians (Ayub, 2009). 
One of it is the signage and way finding. Libraries exist in a highly competitive environment as the new 
technology emerges. To succeed and stay relevant, a library must be able.to communicate with users 
quickly and effectively regarding the products or services it offers. For libraries, the most cost-effective and 
efficient form of advertising to potential users is on-premise signage. 
Signage is a library's basic link to users. This is to true whether the sign's purpose is to promote impulse 
"stop and use," to create awareness for the product or service for future reference, to reinforce other forms 
of product advertising, to influence usage decisions once the user has stopped, or to physically mark the 
building site and location to aid motorist safety. 
c c 
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